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that New York had made a start during the awakening
but that in many places a deficiency still remained to be
covered by rate bills. Not for many years did the schools
become free throughout this commonwealth, but even-
tually in 1867 the state tax upon property was raised to one
and one-quarter mills and two million dollars thereby
provided. Thus at last the doors of the common schools
Were opened wide in the Empire State, and children were
bo longer stamped as paupers because their parents were
•unable to pay rate bills.
Three years before this, Vermont had legislated free
schools, but Connecticut delayed for another year. As
we have previously seen (p. 352), this state failed to* keep
pace with Massachusetts in the public support of educa-
tion, despite all the efforts of Barnard. But when that
reformer returned to the state as superintendent in 1851
he brought about a large increase in state and local taxa-
tion, and under his successors the schools were in the end
made entirely free. A state tax of one mill was voted by
the legislature in 1856, but even this was not sufficient to
avoid the levy of rate bills, and it was not until 1868 that
the schools of Connecticut were opened to all without
charge. Rhode Island, Barnard's other prot6g6, abolished
rate bills the same year. By that time most states of the
North and West had given them up, but Michigan, so
progressive in many educational matters, did not legislate
free schools until the following year. Last of all in the
North, New Jersey fell into line in 187L The Southern
states were, of course, much more delayed in finding means
for the full support of their public schools, but by the last
decade of the century even they had generally been able
to bring this to pass. The victory once achieved, state
apportionments and local taxes for schools in most states

